God’s A TRIP!

By: Jay M Horne

As a child this fires wells inside of us, it tells us that we are meant to do
something special with our lives. Did you ever find out what that was or
did you let it fade and accept yourself as just another somebody?
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This book is dedicated to:
Anyone who tried to save the world by sacrificing themselves

For:
The Taylor’s
and those who dared,
and those who trusted,
and those who taught me to let go and let God

Thank you:
Karma
My Family
My Friends
My Enemies
My Lovers
My Critics
My Teachers
My Students
My Dark side
My Liver
And both
Your God and Mine
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Foreword:
The first time I took cough medicine by the handful was right
around the year 2000. I was young, of good family, stable mind and body,
but none of that would withstand the pure power of peer pressure. I say
peer pressure because it is a concept you all are familiar with, but really
what was so hard about saying, “NO.” was my yearning to be loved. Not
that I was, in any way, devoid of a loving family in my past, I wasn’t, but
the longing for a different kind of love. The kind of love that said, “I
believe in you.”
Granted, if you beg your parents to believe in the fact that you
will grow up to be a ninja, it is their sole responsibility to change your
one-track mind. Finding anyone to stand up to my standards of belief was
going to be the hardest journey I ever set out on. That journey would
lead me on a path that wound it’s way through the deepest caverns of fear
and around the highest peaks of hope, eventually landing me in a spine
tingling, hair-raising, freezing cold mud puddle of truth.
At first I saw all the bad things that happened to me as ‘just my luck’ and
then, one day, I remembered what someone had told me.
“If you just learn to laugh at it, then it has no power over you”
Boy, I wish I would have learned that lesson a long time ago!
In a judgemental world I found this one statement would change my life
forever if I simply applied it accordingly. Any time someone would say
something to me, the first thing I would do is take it as a joke, and then
work from there. It would stop me from negatively affecting my life with
an attitude. That, coupled with truth and a whole lot of help from God, is
what resulted in this book. So, get ready to laugh a lot, and maybe cry a
little as you settle in and join me on my journey while writing:
God’s A TRIP!
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Introduction:
I use to think that my luck was definetly the worst in the world,
but lately I have met a few people who have just as bad of luck, or worse.
The title of this book came to me just tonight as I worked at a local fast
food joint. You see, I have been telling people about my book coming
out for weeks and never thought for a second that they may not believe
me! Then tonight I heard one of my fellow employees’ say, just loud
enough for me to hear, “We’re author’s, we’re smart!”
The thought that ran through my head, at that point went
something like this:
Okay. Go ahead. I can take it. Judge, Ridicule, blame, doubt, and
curse me. These things are nothing new to me. I have been the target
and the scapegoat for nearly anything imaginable. If you think you can
make my life any worse, go ahead, take a shot! Let me warn you though,
you had better get a number and stand in line, because it is going to be a
long wait.
At this point, a smile came to my face as I remembered
something I had read in a book by, Neale Donald Walsh, “What you
judge, you will one day become”. I remember, as a kid, not believing this
girl in my grade school who had told me that Chuck Norris had come to
her house and had dinner with her and her mom. I had judged her a
pathological liar immediately, and therefore saw what was happening to
me now as a true to life experience of Neale’s statement. Karma, kicking
me in the ass, so to speak. I thought to myself, “Man, these people must
think that I am lying just because I have done such amazing things with
my life and now am simply working in a fast food restaurant!” which, by
the way, I am only doing for the pure inspiration it brings me to write
these books! You don’t get much inspiration sitting at home all day
staring at a computer screen.
So, as I scrubbed out the grease trap I was thinking on the subject
and a solution came to mind. Late, as usual! If I would only have taken it
as a joke, started laughing so that they knew I had heard them, and shot a
sarcastic remark back at them, then perhaps I would have cleared the air
and solved the situation. If only I wouldn’t have been so quick to judge,
which we all are, and taken it as a joke FIRST, then maybe things would
have turned out better, happier. So, the first thing that Karma had taught
me was to always assume FIRST that someone is joking and then work
from there. It keeps you from negatively judging people, and affecting
your life in a negative way.
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Chapter One
When I had my first run in with Karma he didn’t resemble
anything that I had expected. He was a bit frail, had a few snaggly teeth,
and he kept to himself. It wouldn’t be long until I found out first hand,
that looks can be deceiving and, in turn, to never judge a book by its
cover. I thought it would only be fitting to start this book the same way
as it ends, since inevitably, that is what life does to us. It comes back
around full circle.
In a moment I will share the conversation that I am carrying on
right now with Karma, but first I would like to prepare you for it. This
book is, for the most part, a dialogue between Karma and I. I will not
bother putting in the names of who says what, after the first chapter, for
the simple fact that it takes up too much space, and too much time. To
get you warmed up though, I will share with you our current conversation
that came to me just this night.
So here is the conversation, between Karma and I, that I am
having this instant before I present the book to the public. Keep in mind
that I am bringing this particular conversation to you direct from the
horses mouth, no editing involved, no holds barred, THIS IS RAW
MATERIAL ONLY, so the first chapter may be a bit explicit and messy.
This first chapter is also copied straight from the internet chat window, so
it reads more like a blog than a book. So, if you can’t stomach explicit
material, or you are under the age of seventeen you may want to skip
straight to the second chapter.
Jay Horne: Hell yeah dude! I just got home from an inspiring day at work,
and came up with my New York Times Best Seller.
Karma: Very nice, I’m almost done reformatting the desktop computer
and getting it set up to DJ again.
Jay Horne: sweet, I am going to be up all night, I can tell. I have to finish
this book, it is going to make millions! Wanna know the title?
Karma: Hang on, I’m tired as hell, i need more coffee to type better,
BRB(be right back).
Jay Horne: Okay, cool. BTW(by the way) I just sent you a funny email you
gotta check it out
Karma: I’m back. you there?
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Jay Horne: yes. and rocking and rollin' dude! This book is gonna be
freagging awesome!
Karma: thats whats Up!
Jay Horne: I gotta go make a drink
Karma: me 2
Jay Horne: cool. BRB. bet I beat you. LOL(laugh out loud)
Karma: im back, LOL
Jay Horne: damn! No fair, I had to run all the way downstairs. LOL
Karma: LMAO(laughing my ass off)
Jay Horne: so guess what im calling this bitch.
Karma: your dirty little whore?
Jay Horne: LOL. This book I mean. I’m using my old book. I am
unpublishing it, renovating it, adding to it, changing the foreword, giving
it a total overhaul. gonna finish it tonight. I learned something tonight
that changed my life
Karma: jebus, just like im overhauling the desktop
Jay Horne: exactly. check out this statement.
Karma: bring it
Jay Horne: Always assume FIRST that someone is joking and then work
from there. It keeps you from negatively judging people, and affecting
your life in a negative way. what do you think?
Karma: I think I want to shake the persons’ hand that told you that,
FINALLY, i know im not sorrounded by idiots
Jay Horne: It’s gonna be quite difficult seeing as God is the one who told
me it.
Karma: well sunnovobitch
Jay Horne: So you want to know what the title is going to be? Im telling
you it is the number one best seller! Is going to be.
Jay Horne: SO!? Ya want to know?
Jay Horne: ????
Karma: no, im waiting because i like the suspense
Jay Horne: LOL
Jay Horne: You’re killing me here! I haven’t got a chance to tell anyone
yet!
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